
Planning a Portal Story  

 

Today you are going to plan your own portal story following this plot pattern  

 Main character finds magical portal and enters new world 
 Describe new world 
 Main character explores the new world and encounters a problem  
 Main character has to escape and returns back through the portal 
 Main character tries to find the portal again, but is unsuccessful.  

 

Look at these ideas I have created I have generated from the plot pattern:  

 

Plot Pattern Idea One Idea Two 
Main character finds 
magical portal and 
enters new world 
 

Amina is playing in her 
Grandmother’s garden 
and notices a small door 
carved into a tree. She 
touches the door and 
enters. 

Mohammed and Josh 
are playing hide and 
seek in their house. 
Mohammed opens a 
hatch in the roof and is 
greeted by an 
astonishing sight, 

Describe new world 
 

Arrives in an 
underground world full 
of caves, giant 
toadstools and magical 
creatures 

Mohammed is 
transported to a Viking 
longboat sailing the 
shores of the North Sea 
– describe the ship, the 
crew, what is happening  

Main character explores 
new world and 
encounters a problem 

Elif explores new world 
and enters a darker 
area where she picks a 
sparkling flower which… 

Mohammed explores 
new world and is 
noticed as an intruder 
on the ship 

Main character has to 
escape and returns back 
through the portal 

Alarms sound and Elif 
runs. She is chased 
through the magical 
world.  
 

Mohammed runs away, 
trying to hide from the 
shipmates who want to 
throw him from the ship 
 



Just as she is about to 
be caught, she finds the 
portal and escapes. 

Just as he is about to 
be caught he finds the 
portal and escapes  

Main character cannot 
find the portal again  

Elif cannot find the 
small door in the tree 
again, but still has the 
flower to remind her of 
her journey.  

Mohammed opens the 
hatch again, hoping to 
return to the Viking 
world, but is greeted by 
a dusty attic.  

 

 

Now it is your turn to come up with your own ideas based on the plot pattern. 
If you need to, you can use one of my ideas as the basis of your story, but you 
must add some of your own ideas as well.   

 Draw a table in your book like this to record your planning: 

Plot Pattern Ideas  
Main character finds 
magical portal and 
enters new world 
 

 

Describe new world 
 

 

Main character explores 
new world and 
encounters a problem 

 

Main character has to 
escape and returns back 
through the portal 

 
 
 

 

 


